
	  

	  

September 19, 2013 
Bonita, Gloria, Cindy – Connect the Dolts 

You all remember Bonita, right? She wrote notes that gave her brother Andrew Morin 
permission to steal thousands and thousands of dollars worth of Tribal Property?  
Take a look at who she is related to that is also part of the corruption out there. Her 
auntie is Gloria and Gloria is the mother of Cindy Mala Lindquist.  They have a plan.  

Their plan is simple: Scare people, lie to people, or get people too drunk to know 
what they are signing, and get them to sign a petition to oust Mardell Lewis.  They are 
out for both revenge and to save their cushy over-paid jobs.  Andrew Morin already 
lost his job for thieving. There needs to be criminal charges filed against him and 
soon.  Unless it is okay with everyone in the Tribe that Andrew (also cousin to  Cindy, 
nephew to Gloria) stole thousands and thousands of dollars worth of Tribal Property 
that the Tribe then had to pay to replace.  

Criminal charges need to be filed against his sister, Bonita, as well.  I’d like to see 
how many of those permission to steal letters she put out to the rest of her relatives. I 
wonder if she also put them out for her cousin and aunty?  We’ll never know until 
there is a criminal investigation.  

Meanwhile, Cindy and Gloria are the push behind the petition to get Mardell ousted.  
They must be very afraid she’ll uncover something on them, equal to or worse than 
what they found Andrew.  Given how freely Cindy has spent the Tribe’s money on 
herself and her friends, there’s got to be something in there she’s terrified will be the 
end of her gravy train.  

Why has Bonita not been fired? Is the Tribal Council, consisting of Joel Redfox a 
sexual offender, Yvonne “Hopsty” DuBois who lacks spine and integrity, and Nancy 
Green-Robertson who many are ready to petition out because she does not meet the 
basic criteria qualifications to be elected and who is more concerned about funneling 
funds to her family and friends than in really doing her job (Yes, you told me she was 
that way. I was just hoping she wasn’t) Mardell Lewis (who can’t do this by herself) 
and Russ McDonald who can’t vote unless there’s a tie (so I’ll give him a pass on this 
one)… can’t get a woman who signs a letter of theft, fired, then I say, take the next 
logical step --- get her and her thieving brother arrested. The value of the property 
stolen exceeds that needed to qualify as a felony.  

That they have yet to be arrested makes them feel stronger. They are carrying 
around petitions, hoping to find someone drunk enough or illiterate enough to sign 
them to have Mardell Lewis thrown out.  Yes, the integrity of Mardell Lewis is a sharp 
contrast to the rest of the Tribal Council.  

This is why you need, all of you, to not only petition out the failures that are either 
robbing the tribe and you, or unwilling to stand up to those who clearly are stealing 
from you, or both; and to nominate, elect and support a person of integrity and 
education who will do what is best for your district and for your community.  
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As the community gets stronger together, everyone gets stronger and healthier. It’s 
what the Tribe is craving. 

So, instead of waiting for a lame tribal council, held back by the corrupt and the weak,  
to find the necessary spine to second a motion to fire the crooks, demand that the 
crimes of theft be investigated and that the criminals and their helpers, be arrested.   

If you can’t fire her because the TC lacks spine or bladder control, you can have them 
arrested.   That would send a clear message to the rest of the crooks out there who 
are counting on a crippled TC to keep them in business as they rob and rape their 
way to riches while you and your family wonder how you’ll get through the winter.  

Go to your District Meetings and demand your elected Tribal Councilors do their job. 
Make sure they know you think getting rid of someone who proudly steals from the 
tribe and is so confident in the weakness of the Tribal Council they put it in writing, 
make sure they know that you are NOT happy with their little game that is costing you 
money.  

And Another Disturbing Thing 

Joel Redfox is a sexual offender. He pled guilty to sexual assault, yet for some 
reason (and I suspect his girlfriend, Natalie Huntsalong who worked as a court 
administrator, tampered with records) he does not have to register as a sex offender.  

I have heard stories that he has raped again and is trying to both bribe and intimidate 
the victim.  Guess what? Joel assigned himself, as Vice-Chair, to be the one who 
oversees Social Services!  Check out the list.  

Given that so many abusers, and unqualified have been in charge of Social Services; 
and given that the children being abused by Social Services are not getting help or 
rescue and more than a couple have been murdered or died because of it, do you 
think we could, at some point, have someone involved at the top levels of Social 
Services for the Tribe that is not a sexual offender, not an abuser, not a rapist?  

Further, Joel’s own Granddaughter has been the subject of several of the Mandated 
Reports.  So, add to the rest of it, a firm conflict of interest?  

Joel needs to go. If you must sign a petition, sign one against him. Enough.  

Hopsty is next to worthless, sign one on her as well.  She has decided that instead of 
seconding any motion to fire Bonita Morin, she’ll side with the corrupt and stonewall 
any effort by Mardell Lewis.  She chose to support the most damaging and the most 
corrupt.  

And Nancy Green Robertson? As bad as you all said she was.  She has decided to 
quit pretending to support anything or anyone doing any good work.  
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So, how does this work? Is Bonita signing letters for all of them to steal Tribal 
Property? Or has she already done that and is holding it over them?  We know Cindy 
and Gloria are fake everything and corrupt.  And we know it runs in the family.  

How about you put them on notice?  

I am heartened to hear that so many Good People of Spirit Lake are showing their 
support for Mardell Lewis in emails to this blog.  She’s going to need more of you as 
right now, she is out numbered and out-gunned as she fights the good fight.  

It’s great that you show support for the warrior.  Now, you need to show your 
disapproval towards those who seek to bring her down.  And you need to show your 
disdain for your Elected Tribal Councilors and Secty-Treasurer who, instead of 
working on your behalf, have aligned themselves clearly on the side of those who 
have been, for decades, turning Spirit Lake Nation into a stink hole; easily robbed, 
and children not safe in the system nor out of it.  

Connect The Dots 

When I read about crimes being committed by youth from the rez, I wonder who 
knows their story? Who robbed them? Who raped them? Who stole everything they 
had from them and left them with no way to get an education, or to support 
themselves?   

These crimes you hear about, they started when that youth was a child, and the 
crimes were committed against him, and no one stopped any of it.  Now he is the 
criminal. He’s in your town, and he’s robbing you. Do you care now? I bet you do.  

Think about the future. Stop it now, or expect it later.  

I’m not excusing anyone who commits a crime. I’m just pointing out the How & Why it 
happens, and perhaps give some insight for all of us to find a way to make it stop 
happening.  That kid pulled a strong arm robbery. He’s a bad guy. But what about the 
ones that committed crimes against him? Why are they not arrested? Why are they 
not plastered all over the media as criminals? Do you think he’s the only one?  

If the Law cares nothing when crimes are committed against these children, do you 
expect those who survive the abuses to care about the laws, or you, when they get 
older?  

If Laws don’t protect children, they don’t protect any of us from those children who 
grow up.  If you want this to change, you have to be willing to call it out; in your 
community, your county, your State and your Federal government.  If you don’t, you 
get more like him. In fact, you get more that are even worse.  Now you know.   

That kid is 19. Where was he 5, 10, 15 years ago? Where will the kids who are 
suffering under these abuses and being robbed of their funds and future going to be 
in 5, 10, 15 years from now?  Now you know what you are looking at.  
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Remember this when you see the next criminal with an Indian face. Remember this 
when you see a woman selling her body for crack, getting beat up, but protecting her 
pimp.  Know how the story begins and you know what to expect and why.  

Getting rid of the corruption is key to not only fixing all that ails the rez, but that which 
plagues the rest of society as well. It takes work.  So far, all we have seen is a forced 
sense of denial.  

We see the same results over and over again, but we assume they were born that 
way or they chose to be that way.  They were not and they did not.  All their choices 
were taken from them.  Human wreckage, anger, violence is about all that is left.  

These events don’t “just happen”. There is a long, tortured road that is visible to us all 
now that we know where to look, that lead exactly to this and to nowhere else. It’s up 
to us to restore choices before it’s too late, for them and for us or for those we care 
about.  

The Rez doesn’t need ‘Nation Building’ that brings in more corporations.  They need 
a system where they can get rid of the corruption.  They need a system where they 
don’t have to fight the very government agencies that are supposed to enforce the 
laws but which instead, actively thwart any effort to voice the crimes, and support the 
corrupt.  

Tomorrow 

My Blog tomorrow will reveal how, much higher up the ladder, there is a clear effort to 
make sure that no one who commits crimes against children on the rez, is ever called 
out.  

I want you to see this man’s face when you read about 
or hear about or are the victim of a violent crime 
committed by a Native American who survived such 
corrupt practices.  Don’t look at the face of the latest 
arrest, look at the face of the man who made sure he 
had no help as a child, no choices as an adult.  James 
Murray, Director ACF. A “Success Story”.  

There is work to be done on the rez by the Good 
People of Spirit Lake. And it is hard work.  There is 
work to be done by the rest of us because we can 
connect the dots and don’t like the future that comes if 

we do nothing.  

 

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 


